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The Encyclopedia of Crystals is organized by colour for easy reference, and the

comprehensive index makes finding and identifying crystals effortless. Each entry provides a

detailed description of the crystal's source, benefits and associations. In addition, you'll also

learn fascinating facts about their properties and origins. If you work with crystals or you simply

love everything mysterious and magical about them, then The Encyclopedia of Crystals is an

essential addition to your library.
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are found all over in the world in a rainbow of colors and myriad forms. Many are stunning, but

others could easily be overlooked unless you know their true worth. This book will introduce

you to their deepest secrets and their mystical powers.Crystal potency has been recognized for

years, and crystals have the ability to adorn, to heal, to divine, to protect, to manifest, and to

transmute and transform energy.Almost every month some new crystals appear on the market

and some old favorites return. This revised and updated encyclopedia includes 37 of the most

exciting finds, inluding some particularly stunning crystals from the Americas. These crystals

have communicated their intention to assist with a dynamic shift of awareness, creating an



uplift to a higher frequency for the earth and all those who live upon it. Many of these potent

crystals have strong planetary and personal healing properties, others stimulate transformatory

and transmutational potential or facilitate multidimensional journeying, and still others ground

the new frequencies so that they manifest fully throughout the physical world. Most carry a very

high vibration.Whether you are new to crystal work or an experienced practitioner, within the

pages of this book you will find crystals to delight and astound you.The history of

crystalsCrystals have been revered for thousands of years for their decorative, healing, and

protective properties. Amber beads have been found in graves over 8,000 years old and a

calcite mirror was created over 30,000 years ago. One of the earliest written accounts of the

use of crystals is in the Bible.The breastplate of the High PriestThe breastplate of the High

Priest is described in Exodus. The Hebrew word for breastplate actually means “pouch,” so

Aaron would have been wearing a linen bag around his neck and chest, with 12 crystals that

represented the 12 tribes of Israel, and two special holy objects, the Urim and Thummim,

which some scholars believe to have been meteorites and which, according to the biblical

account, were designed by God to be used as an “oracle” to ascertain his will and divine the

course the future would take.Translation problems make it difficult to know exactly which

crystals were used, but they included sardius, probably Sardonyx, a stone of authority,

strength, and protection; Topaz, one of the ancient stones of abundance; Turquoise, another

protective stone that enhances spiritual attunement; and Amethyst, still used today by bishops

in the church to show their spiritual authority. The stones were, according to God’s instructions,

to be set in gold and inscribed with the names of the tribes to show they were under divine

protection. In other words, they were creating amulets, something that was extremely popular

in Egypt.Crystals and the PharaohsThe use of crystals in Egypt goes back to at least 4500

BCE and may also have influenced the Israelites who, at the time of the Exodus, had recently

left Egypt to wander in the desert. Crystals in Egypt were valued for decorative, medical, and

spiritual purposes.Tutankhamun’s funerary mask has a Lapis Lazuli band around his Snow

Quartz and Obsidian eyes. Lapis was one of the most sacred and spiritual stones. An ancient

Egyptian text states that “Lapis is the god, Amun, and the god is Lapis.” Its function is to open

spiritual sight, a useful attribute on the journey to the Otherworld, which Obsidian would

facilitate. In the headdress are set Turquoise and Carnelian, both popular for protective

amulets. This mask was for more than decoration—it had a magical function to guide and

guard the young Pharaoh on his way home to the stars and to ensure a good rebirth.Lapis

Lazuli was the most sacred stone in ancient Egypt.The High Priest in the Old Testament wore

a crystal breastplate.Crystal traditionsThe traditions associated with crystals in Egypt moved

into Greece, where Pliny the Elder wrote a treatise on precious stones (based on that of an

earlier Greek writer, Theophrastus). These traditions continued to be handed on, along with

traditions from countries such as India, to which were added local myths. In Germany, for

instance, miners in the Middle Ages called Cobalto-calcite kobald because they believed a

goblin lived in the stone. Nowadays, Cobalto-calcite is considered a beneficent stone that

opens the heart and fills it with love.Henry Cornelius Agrippa’s 16th-century Three Books of

Occult Philosophy drew on centuries-old magical lore. According to him, there were

“inclinations of enmities”: “a certain kind of obstinate contrarity of nature so that anything shuns

its contrary, and drives it away out of its presence.” “Sapphire [blue stones] opposed hot biles

and feverish heats, and diseases of the eye; Amethyst drove away drunkenness; Jasper

[Bloodstone] a flux of blood and offensive imaginations; Emerald negated lust; Agate

neutralized poison and Topaz spiritual heats.”Crystals such as Calcite take varied outer form

and color.Traditional wedding anniversary gems and



metalsYearGem12thAgate13thMoonstone14thMoss Agate15thClear

Quartz16thTopaz17thAmethyst18thGarnet23rdSapphire25thSilver26thBlue Star

Sapphire30thPearl35thCoral39thCat’s Eye40thRuby45thAlexandrite50thGold52ndStar

Ruby55thEmerald60thYellow Diamond65thGray Star

Sapphire75thDiamondAmethystTopazSapphireRubyCrystal chemistryCrystals are identified by

their structure and mineral content. Structure is the basic building block of a crystal, describing

the alignment of its inner axes. There are seven crystal systems, based on triangles, squares,

rectangles, hexagons, rhomboids, parallelograms, and trapeziums, which are characterized by

axis length, angles between axes, and the number of symmetry centers, plus the amorphous

noncrystalline form. All crystals are formed from a limited number of minerals that bond

differently to create the various types, but it is the internal lattice, rather than the outward form,

that determines crystal type and what a crystal is called.Some crystals take many forms and

colors, owing to slight mineral variations (which may vary the formula according to trace

elements and where they are found), but will share the same internal structure. Whatever form

they take, their crystalline structure can absorb, conserve, focus, and emit energy, especially

on the electromagnetic waveband. Knowing the chemistry of a stone means that you know

specific attributes. For example, copper-containing crystals are powerful energy conduits that

work quickly to heal joint pain and arthritic swelling, lithium-based crystals lift depression, and

those with iron can give strength.The outward shape of a crystal does not necessarily reflect its

internal structure.Crystal formationDefined as a solid body with a geometrically regular shape,

crystals were created as the earth cooled, and continued to metamorphose and reform as the

earth underwent eons of geological change. Containing the record of the development of the

planet over millions of years, and bearing the indelible imprint of the powerful forces that

shaped it, crystals can be regarded as the earth’s DNA and, indeed, many native peoples call

them the brain cells of Mother Earth.From a whirling cloud of gas, a dense dust bowl was

created that contracted into a white-hot, molten ball. Gradually, over immeasurable time, a thin

layer of this molten material, magma, cooled into a crust about as thick as the skin on an

apple, forming the earth’s mantle. Within the crust new crystals continued to form as the hot,

mineral-rich, molten magma core boiled and bubbled toward the surface. Carrying a chemical

imprint for evolution, some grew in chambers deep underground, some have been subjected to

enormous pressure and transformation, others were laid down in layers, some dripped into

being. The method of formation affects their appearance, energetic properties, and the way

they function.Igneous and metamorphic crystalsIgneous crystals, such as Quartz, the most

common crystal on or under the earth, formed from the fiery gases and minerals in the earth’s

molten center as, superhot, they rose toward the surface, propelled by irresistible forces from

the movement of huge tectonic plates on the earth’s surface. Penetrating the mantle, the gases

met solid rock, forcing them to cool and solidify. If this process is relatively slow, or if the crystal

forms in a gas bubble, large crystals can grow unhindered. If the process is rapid, then the

crystals will be small; if the process is exceptionally fast, a glasslike substance, such as

Obsidian, is formed rather than crystals. If the process stops and starts, effects such as

phantom or self-healed crystals will be seen.Crystals such as Aventurine or Peridot are created

at high temperatures from liquid magma, and others, such as Topaz and Tourmaline, form

when gases penetrate into adjoining rocks. When magma cools sufficiently for water vapor to

condense into a liquid, the resulting mineral-rich solution lays down crystals such as Aragonite,

which can take several forms and colors.Metamorphic crystals such as Garnet are formed

deep in the earth when, under intense pressure and enormous heat, minerals melt and

recrystallize, undergoing a chemical change that reorganizes the original lattice. Calcite and



other sedimentary crystals form because of erosion. Rocks at the surface of the crust break

down and mineralized water drips through rock, laying down the weathered material as new

crystals, or the loose minerals become cemented together into a conglomerate stone.

Sedimentary crystals tend to be laid down in layers and are softer in texture. Such crystals are

often found still attached to the bedrock on which they formed or as a conglomerate. This

bedrock is known as a matrix.The atom, and its component parts, forms the heart of a crystal.

An atom is dynamic—particles rotate around a center that is in constant motion. So, although a

crystal may look outwardly serene, it is actually a seething molecular mass vibrating at its own

unique frequency. This is what gives a crystal its energy.Building blocksChemical impurities,

radiation, earth and solar emissions, and the exact means of their formation, mean that each

type of crystal has its own unique signature. Formed out of a variety of minerals, a crystal is

defined by its internal structure—an orderly, repeating atomic lattice. Recognizable under a

microscope, a large or small version of the same crystal will have exactly the same internal

structure as will very different external forms and colors, which at first glance could not possibly

be the same crystal. It is this structure, rather than the mineral or minerals out of which it is

formed, that is crucial to crystal classification. In some cases the mineral content differs slightly.

Several types of crystals may be formed from the same mineral or combination of minerals, but

each type will crystallize differently. Some structures, such as Aragonite and Hemimorphite,

appear in radically different forms. Brown Aragonite, for instance, forms a “sputnik” shape,

while Blue or White Aragonite can be a delicate fan.Basic crystal shapes and geometric

formsCrystals are built from one of seven, plus amorphous (without internal structures),

possible geometric forms that lock together into a number of potential crystal shapes, which

have generic names based on their internal geometry. The outer form of the crystal will not

necessarily reflect its inner structure but does affect how energy flows through

it.HexagonalCreated from hexagons forming a three-dimensional shape, highly energetic

hexagonal crystals are particularly useful for energy balancing and for exploring specific

issues.CubicCreated from squares with their axes at right angles to each other, cubic crystals

are extremely stabilizing and grounding. Excellent for structure and reorganization, this is the

only crystal form that does not bend light rays as they pass through it.TrigonalCreated from

triangles, trigonal crystals radiate energy and are invigorating and protective, rebalancing the

biomagnetic sheath.TetragonalCreated from rectangles with long and short axes at right angles

to each other, tetragonal crystals absorb and transform energy and are excellent balancers

and resolvers.OrthorhombicFormed from rhomboids, orthorhombic crystals have unequal axes

that encompass energy and are useful cleansers and clearers.TriclinicFormed from

trapeziums, asymmetric triclinic crystals integrate energy and opposites and assist in exploring

other dimensions.MonoclinicFormed from parallelograms, monoclinic crystals are useful for

purification and perception.AmorphousLacking an inner structure, amorphous crystals allow

energy to pass through freely and act rapidly, and may be a catalyst for growth.Diamond is the

hardest crystal.HardnessHardness is the ability of a crystal to withstand surface scratching and

is measured by the Hardness scale invented by Friedrich Mohs in 1822.The scale relates to

the strength of the structure in relation to the chemical bonds that cohere it; small, tightly

packed atoms with strong bonds make for a hard stone.The scale progresses from 1, the

softest, to 10, the hardest, although the progression is not uniform. Diamond, for instance, the

hardest known natural mineral, is a perfect 10 while Sapphire is 9 and Topaz 8, but Sapphire

and Topaz are much closer to each other in hardness than Sapphire is to Diamond, which is

immensely hard. Gemstones need to be at a minimum of 7 on the scale to withstand constant

wear, and soft minerals such as talc are often used as lubricants. Each mineral can scratch



itself or something lower in the table, but will not scratch anything higher. Simple equivalents

are:• �2 Marks with a fingernail• �3 Marks with a copper coin• �4 Marks easily with a knife blade• �5

Marks with a knife blade with difficulty• �6 Marks with a steel file• �7 Scratches window glassHigh-

vibration stonesMany of the newly discovered stones carry the generic properties of, say,

Amethyst or Quartz, of which they are a type, but have a very high vibration rate, which means

that they are far more effective at subtle energy work than physical work. Selecting the generic

crystal will be more effective, therefore, for physical and emotional healing, but if you need to

cleanse and integrate the subtle energy bodies, then high-vibration stones are appropriate.To

use these stones, your own vibratory rate has to be in harmony. When using them for spiritual

or soul work, hold the stone in your hands for a few minutes to align your vibration to the stone.

If your vibrations do not align, try another time.Vera Cruz Amethyst is a very high-vibration

stone that works at a subtle level.FluorescenceMany crystals exhibit the fascinating property of

fluorescence, sometimes known as “cold light.” Fluorescence is the ability to change color

under ultraviolet light, or other energetic activation, and to emit electromagnetic radiation that is

seen as colored light. Specialized equipment is needed to stimulate the color change, but

many mineralogical museums have permanent displays, and hand-held ultraviolet lights are

available for viewing specimens. Old quarries and mine tailings suddenly light up as the

abandoned minerals come to life, a truly magical sight.Fluorescence occurs because the basic

building block of the crystal, the atom, has a central nucleus around which electrons travel in a

roughly circular orbit, somewhat like the planets circling the sun in our solar system. If the

crystal absorbs ultraviolet light, and not all do, then one of the electrons will be excited by the

light and will move into a higher energetic state. As it begins to fall back into its normal

energetic state it emits the excess energy, which is perceived as light. Fluorescence, therefore,

is the result of an energy exchange that, for a short time, changes the vibration of the

crystal.Perhaps not surprisingly, since crystal healing is a result of subtle energetic changes,

many of the crystals that fluoresce also make excellent healers. Fluorite and Calcite, which

display fluorescent colors ranging through red, green, white, and deep- to violet-blue, are

among the most commonly used healing crystals.Septarian geode fluorescing in ultraviolet

light.Cleansing, activating, and maintaining your crystalsCrystals absorb energy, which means

that they are very effective at soaking up vibrations—negative and positive—from the air and

people around them. When you first buy or are given a crystal, it will carry the energy of

everyone who has already handled it and places where it has spent time. So, it needs

cleansing, recharging, activating, and dedicating to working for specific needs as soon as

possible. Crystals also need cleansing after wearing or healing. Always cleanse jewelry that

comes to you from someone else, as it can hold their vibrations and pass them on to

you.Crystal cleansingCrystals that will not be damaged by water can be held under a tap or

immersed in salt water. Friable crystal clusters, those on a matrix, and those that dissolve can

be placed in brown rice overnight. If you have a large Quartz cluster or a big Carnelian, these

stones will do the cleansing for you but will need cleansing themselves afterwards. You can

smudge crystals or pass them through the light from a candle or visualize them surrounded by

light that purifies and reenergizes them. Placing the crystal in the light of the sun or moon for a

few hours recharges its batteries and gets it ready to work. Citrine, Kyanite, and Azeztulite are

among the few crystals that never need cleansing.Placing a crystal on a large Quartz cluster

purifies and reenergizes it.Dedicate your crystals to the highest good.Activating your crystalA

crystal needs to be activated and programmed to start working. Hold the crystal in your hands.

Picture light surrounding it or hold your hands in front of a light source, and then formulate your

intention for the stone. Be specific about how you want to use it, because focused intention is



part of the process. If you want it to attract love, list exactly what kind of love you are looking for

and the timescale. If you are using the crystal for healing, say precisely for which condition and

the result you that seek.If you are using your crystal for protection you can be less specific; a

generalized “keep my vibrations positive and protect me from anything negative that may harm

me” could be suitable. When you have formulated your program, attune to the crystal. Check

out that this is exactly the right crystal for the purpose—the crystal will feel lifeless if it is not.

When you are totally in tune, say out loud: “I program this crystal for/to … [state your purpose].”

Then wear the crystal, place it on your body as appropriate, put it in a place where you will see

it frequently, or keep it in your pocket to remind you. (If you are using it for healing, see pages

18–19.)Maintaining your crystalsCrystals are delicate and need to be treated with care. Keep

colored crystals out of the sun or they will fade. Layered or clustered stones can separate and

points may fracture, especially if they have been dyed. Crystals such as Halite and Selenite are

water-soluble, and polished surfaces are easily scratched or damaged, although tumbled

stones are more durable. When not in use, wrap your crystals in a silk or velvet scarf. This

prevents scratching and protects the crystal against absorbing negative emanations.Healing

and energy enhancementCrystal healing is an excellent way to harness the energy of crystals

and is growing in popularity, as is the use of crystals for energy enhancement. All the crystals

in this book have healing properties for body, emotions, mind, or spirit, although not all work on

every level; many of the newer finds act at a multidimensional cellular and spiritual level, the

effect of which filters down to the physical body rather than working directly on it. High-vibration

stones only work if your own vibrations are in tune with them, and you may need to work with

other stones first. Crystals act differently on every body, so you need to find the most

appropriate stone for you—this can easily be accomplished by finger-dowsing (see

below).Healing does not necessarily imply that stones will cure a condition and is the term

used for the beneficial effect crystals have. Dealing with subtle disease and emotional

imbalances, crystals bring body, mind, emotions, and spirit back into harmony, supporting the

organs and process of the body. Energy enhancement involves the wearing or placing of

crystals to support your personal or environmental energy field, keeping it purified and

protected —and crystals used in this way need regular cleansing and reenergizing themselves

(page 17).Crystals for healingA crystal can be placed over the site of disease or pain and left in

place for 15 minutes once or twice a day, or be worn for long periods of time (unless there is a

warning against this in the directory), but remember to cleanse it regularly. The other main

system of crystal healing is through the chakras with appropriately colored stones or those

mentioned in the directory as appropriate to that chakra. The crystal will activate, cleanse, and

align the energy center and the organs connected with it, and will connect chakras if

appropriate. For past-life healing, place the appropriate crystal on the past-life chakra or the

soma chakra and move around the body as required.Carnelian is an effective

energizer.Crystals for energy enhancementCrystals draw off, or block, negative energy and

then replace it with positive vibes. You can either place the crystal on your skin over the site of

the disease, or blockage, for 15 minutes, or wear it constantly. You can also place in it the

environment around you—if you are sensitive to electromagnetic emanations, for instance, you

can place a suitable stone on your computer, or put one on your desk to enhance relationships

with colleagues, or by your bed to help you sleep, or against a wall to quiet noisy neighbors—

Rose Quartz is excellent for this.To finger-dowse1. �Loop your thumb and finger together as

shown above.2. �Slip your other thumb and finger through the loop and close together.3. �Ask

your question. Pull steadily. If the loop breaks, the answer to your question is no. If the loop

holds, the answer to your question is yes. If you finger-dowse over a crystal, or a photograph of



one, it will tell you if it is the right crystal for your purpose.The chakrasThe chakras are energy

linkage points between the physical body and the subtle bodies that comprise the biomagnetic

sheath around it. Each of these subtle bodies carries imprinted patterns and subtle DNA, and

each has its own “blueprint” that energetically affects the physical body and the energy

meridians that run through it. If a blockage occurs in the chakra or the subtle body, then the

physical body or the emotions go out of balance. To correct a specific condition, an appropriate

crystal can be placed on the corresponding chakra.Chakra balanceEach chakra has a color

associated with it, although crystals connected to chakras are not limited to those colors. The

simplest way to experience a crystal healing is to place a stone of the appropriate color, or one

recommended in the directory, on each chakra for 20 minutes. This balances the chakras and

recharges the bodies. It works best if you are in a quiet, receptive frame of mind, so choose a

time when you can relax and will not be disturbed. Talking on the phone is definitely

counterproductive.1 �Stellar gateway2 �Soul star3 �Higher crown4 �Crown5 �Soma6 �Third eye7 �Alta

major8 �Past life9 �Throat10 �Higher heart11 �Heart12 �Spleen13 �Heart seed14 �Solar plexus15 �Sacral16 �

Base17 �Earth star18 �Higher earthHow this book worksThe word “crystal” has been adopted to

cover all stones and metals that have healing properties, not just gemstones, and this book

includes noncrystalline, precious, and semiprecious stones with their attributes and story. The

book has been arranged by color, although, since many stones occur in myriad hues, and

certain colors, varieties, or combinations have specific properties, a crystal may belong in two

or more sections. Each color, or variety, of a crystal shares generic properties, and stones that

combine different crystals are cross-referenced since you will need to read both generic and

specific entries. Crystals are sold under a multitude of names and look different when tumbled

and raw, so stones are illustrated for ease of identification.To use the book, look up your crystal

in the index at the front of the book to find its page number, or identify it from the illustrations

(bearing in mind that stones may take different colors and forms). If you need a crystal for a

specific purpose, the detailed index at the back of the book will assist you. Finger-dowsing (see

page 18) will help you refine your selection to exactly the right stone for you.The propertiesFor

each stone, you will find the crystal system; the chemistry, the minerals from which it formed;

its hardness, which tells you how easily energy passes through; and its source. The related

chakra, number, zodiac sign, and planet are also listed, but in some cases these have yet to be

determined or are not relevant.So, for example, if you have Rose Quartz, an easily obtained

crystal, you will see that this is a trigonal crystal, created from triangles, that radiates energy

and is invigorating and protective, rebalancing the biomagnetic sheath. Like all quartzes, it is

formed from silicon dioxide, the most common mineral on the planet. It is a hard crystal, 7 on

the Mohs scale, which allows energy to pass through it relatively slowly. Its sources are South

Africa, the USA, Brazil, Japan, India, Madagascar, and Germany, and it resonates to the heart

and higher heart chakras, the number 7, the zodiac signs Taurus and Libra, and the planet

Venus. Its generic properties include promoting unconditional love and peace, and it is an

excellent heart-healer. Lavender Quartz, related to Rose Quartz, has a higher, more refined

energy.Many of the new crystals work at very subtle levels to cleanse and energize the energy

body and integrate this into the physical. Such crystals are only suitable for people who have

already prepared their physical body by removing toxic dross at the physical, mental, and

emotional levels so that a new level of consciousness can take root. The high-vibration crystals

take you into a multidimensional world with infinite possibilities.Pink and peach crystalsPink

stones carry the essence of unconditional love and resonate with the heart and higher heart

chakras and the planet Venus. These comforting stones alleviate anxiety. Excellent emotional

healers, they overcome loss, dispel trauma, and promote forgiveness and attunement to



universal love. Peach stones are gently energizing, uniting the heart and sacral chakras and

combining love with action. Pink and peach stones are ideal for wearing for long periods of

time.Pipestone (Catlinite)Raw slab of PipestoneCrystal

systemMonoclinicChemistryH2AIr(SiOr4 + FezOe)Hardness2.5SourceUSA

(Minnesota)ChakraEarthNumber11 (Catlinite 3)Zodiac signSagittariusPlanetJupiterBeneficial

forLungs, asthma, breathing difficulties, all ailments or psychosomatic disease.Sacred to all

Native American nations, Pipestone is the stone of peace and tranquillity and must be

approached with respect. Ask permission before using it. A potent mix of Diaspore,

Pyrophyllite, Muscovite, and Hematite, it is perfect for healing and reconciliation rituals and

medicine wheel ceremonies. Pipestone promotes a profound connection with the Great Spirit

and unites the physical with the spirit world. It grounds prayers and rituals into the everyday

world, showing that everything is sacred and cannot be set apart. Useful for assuaging past-life

guilt, shame, or anger, placing it over the earth chakra during healing absorbs toxic energies

and sends dynamic unconditional love into Mother Earth and to the incarnated soul. Grid it to

heal an environment, especially one that has suffered from ethnic cleansing or racial

tension.Pink SapphireRaw Pink Sapphire (gem quality)Faceted Pink SapphireCrystal

systemHexagonalChemistryComplexHardness9SourceMyanmar, Czech Republic, Brazil,

Kenya, India, Australia, Sri Lanka, Canada, Thailand, MadagascarChakraHeartZodiac

signLibraBeneficial forEmotional blockages, serenity, peace of mind, concentration,

multidimensional cellular healing, overactive body systems, glands, eyes, stress, blood

disorders, excessive bleeding, veins, elasticity.In addition to carrying the generic properties of

Sapphire (page 160), Pink Sapphire acts as a magnet to draw into your life all that you need in

order to evolve. Teaching how to master emotions, it dissolves emotional blockages and

integrates transmuted energies.Rose QuartzRose Quartz heartTumbled Rose QuartzElestial

Rose QuartzRaw Rose QuartzCrystal systemTrigonalChemistrySiO2 Silicon dioxide with

impuritiesHardness7SourceSouth Africa, USA, Brazil, Japan, India, Madagascar,

GermanyChakraHeart, higher heartNumber7Zodiac signTaurus, LibraPlanetVenusBeneficial

forInducing love, reducing tension, overcoming trauma, sexual imbalances, grief, addiction,

overcoming rape, heart and circulatory system, chest, lungs, kidneys, adrenals, vertigo, fertility,

burns, blistering, Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, senile dementia.A stone of unconditional love and

infinite peace, Rose Quartz is the most important crystal for healing the heart and the heart

chakra. This beautiful stone promotes receptivity to beauty of all kinds. Romantic Rose Quartz

attracts love. Placed by your bed or in the relationship corner of your home, it draws love

toward you or supports an existing partnership, restoring trust and harmony.Rose Quartz is the

finest emotional healer. Releasing unexpressed emotions and heartache and transmuting

emotional conditioning that no longer serves, it soothes internalized pain and heals

deprivation, opening your heart so that you become receptive. If you have loved and lost, it

comforts your grief. Rose Quartz teaches how to love yourself and encourages self-forgiveness

and acceptance, invoking self-trust and self-worth. Excellent for trauma or crisis, Rose Quartz

acts as a rescue remedy, providing reassurance and calm. This stone draws off negative

energy and replaces it with loving vibes. Strengthening empathy and sensitivity and aiding the

acceptance of necessary change, it is an excellent stone for midlife crisis. Holding Rose Quartz

enhances positive affirmations, the stone then reminding you of your intention.In addition to

carrying the generic properties of Wands (page 279) from the heart and solar plexus, a Rose

Quartz wand is an excellent tool for drawing out emotional distress and for healing a broken

heart. It works equally well for agitation or anxiety. Raised blood pressure is lowered and a

racing pulse normalizes under this stone’s calming influence. If the chakras are spinning



erratically, a Rose Quartz wand applied at the heart chakra stabilizes and brings them into

harmony.A rare and vibrant formation, Elestial Rose Quartz takes the energy of Rose Quartz to

an even higher vibration. It is perfect for opening the heart seed and higher heart chakras and

for stimulating universal, unconditional love, compassion, and forgiveness.Note: Rose Quartz is

a high-vibration stone.Smoky Rose QuartzSmoky crystals on Rose Quartz baseCrystal

systemTrigonalChemistryComplexHardness7SourceSouth AmericaChakraHeart, higher heart,

base, earthNumber2, 7, 8Zodiac signScorpio, Capricorn, Taurus, LibraPlanetPluto,

VenusBeneficial forInducing love, reducing tension, overcoming trauma, sexual imbalances,

libido, grief, addiction, overcoming rape, concentration, nightmares, stress, geopathic stress, X-

ray exposure, pain relief, fear, depression, heart, circulatory and reproductive system, chest,

lungs, kidneys, adrenals, abdomen, hips, legs, the back, muscle, nerve tissue, headaches,

cramp, nerves, assimilation of minerals, fluid regulation, vertigo, burns, blistering, Alzheimer’s,

Parkinson’s, senile dementia.Bringing together the cleansing and restorative qualities of Smoky

Quartz (see page 186 for generic properties) and the loving energy of Rose Quartz (left),

Smoky Rose Quartz dissolves resentment and draws out abuse. Filling the heart with

unconditional love, it provides a protective shield. This beautiful stone keeps your environment

pure and loving, and accompanies anyone who is frightened of death or dying through the

process, healing the fear.TugtupitePolished TugtupiteRaw TugtupiteCrystal

systemTetragonalChemistryNa4AlBeSi4O12ClHardness4SourceGreenland,

NepalChakraOpens, cleanses, and activates heart seed, heart, higher heartNumber11Zodiac

signTaurus, LibraPlanetVenusBeneficial forPurifying blood, heart healing, metabolism,

hormone production, blood pressure, fertility, depression or seasonal affective disorder.Perfect

for sending unconditional love to the world and healing to war zones and ethnic conflict,

Tugtupite is a stone of integration and infinite compassion. It teaches you to love and value

yourself and encourages intimacy with others. It intensifies libido and transforms anger into

creative energy. This stone removes “hooks” from organs of the body and cords from past lives.

Tugtupite removes the effect of abusive relationships and clears the heart, aura, and chakras of

the residual effects. Used for spirit release in cases of emotional attachment, it encourages

forgiveness for yourself and others involved.Note: Tugtupite has a very high

vibration.Strawberry QuartzRaw Strawberry QuartzTumbled Strawberry QuartzCrystal

systemHexagonalChemistryComplexHardness7SourceRussia. May be

manufacturedChakraHeartZodiac signLibraBeneficial forAnxiety, heart, dreams, auric healing,

energy enhancement.In addition to carrying the generic properties of Quartz (page 230),

Strawberry Quartz, a rare crystal, makes a potent elixir for bringing love into the heart. It has

an intense energy that assists in remembering your dreams. This stone creates a loving

environment and facilitates living consciously and joyfully in the moment, seeing the humor in

all situations. Stabilizing connections between the physical body and the aura, it brings to light

the hidden causes of current situations, especially when these are being self-created. It can

lessen the restrictions you place upon yourself and reprogram false beliefs.Pink Crackle

QuartzPink Crackle Quartz pillarCrystal systemHexagonalChemistryComplex

amendmentHardness7 (may be affected by manufacture)SourceArtificially

amendedChakraHeartZodiac signTaurus, LibraBeneficial forPancreas, diabetes, cellular

memory, brittle bones, compound fractures, anxiety, earwax, ear pain caused by pressure,

energy enhancement.Crackle Quartz is natural Quartz that has been superheated and dipped

into a dye bath. It retains some underlying Quartz properties (page 230), which are enhanced

by the color vibration. Flirty Pink Crackle Quartz is a party animal that promotes fun and joy in

life. This lively stone is an excellent companion for life-enhancing, joyful pursuits that help you



relax and recharge. A useful adjunct to Reiki healing, it provides contact with your own higher

self and heals abused or emotionally damaged children. It is very good at helping you love your

body, no matter what size, shape, or age it is, and is excellent for accepting who you are in

your entirety.Note: Pink Crackle Quartz is a high-vibration stone.Pink Phantom QuartzPink

Phantom within Quartz pointCrystal systemHexagonalChemistrySiO2 Silicon dioxide plus

inclusionsHardness7SourceWorldwideChakraHeartZodiac signTaurus, LibraBeneficial

forRestriction, abandonment, betrayal, alienation, the heart, lupus and other autoimmune

diseases, cellular healing, energy enhancement, multidimensional cellular memory healing,

efficient receptor for programming, cleans and enhances the organs, protects against radiation,

immune system, brings the body into balance, soothes burns, old patterns, hearing disorders,

clairaudience.In addition to carrying the generic properties of Quartz (page 230) and Phantom

Quartz (page 239), gentle pacifist Pink Phantom Quartz provides empathetic communication

between friends or lovers; or between yourself and a spirit guide or higher self. It assists in

accepting life as it is—and making changes that enable you to find fulfillment. If two healers are

working at a distance, this crystal provides a strong link, stimulating telepathy and providing

spiritual protection.Rose Aura QuartzRose Aura QuartzCrystal

systemHexagonalChemistryComplex

amendmentHardnessBrittleSourceManufacturedChakraHeart, third eye, base,

sacralPlanetSun, MoonBeneficial forEmotional healing, ameliorating anger, cellular healing,

multidimensional cellular memory healing, efficient receptor for programming, brings the body

into balance, soothes burns, energy enhancement.Rose Aura Quartz is formed through

bonding Quartz (page 230) and platinum, producing a dynamic energy that works on the pineal

gland and the heart chakra to transmute deeply held doubts about self-worth, bestowing the

gift of unconditional love of yourself and making a powerful connection to universal love. This

form of Aura Quartz imbues the whole body with love, restoring the cells to perfect

balance.Note: Rose Aura Quartz is a high-vibration stone.DanburiteNatural Danburite

wandCrystal systemOrthorhombicChemistryCaB2SiO2O8 Calcium borosilicateHardness7–

7.5SourceUSA, Mexico, Bolivia, Russia, Japan, Germany, Czech Republic, Myanmar,

SwitzerlandChakraHeart, higher heart, crown, higher crown, third eyeNumber4Zodiac

signLeoBeneficial forAllergies, chronic conditions, detoxifying, liver, gallbladder, weight gain,

muscular and motor function.Danburite was named after Danbury, Connecticut, where it was

first found, and is a highly spiritual stone carrying a pure vibration that promotes lucid

dreaming. A powerful healer for the heart, it activates intellect and higher consciousness,

linking into angelic realms and to serenity and eternal wisdom. Excellent for facilitating deep

change and leaving the past behind, Danburite changes recalcitrant attitudes, inducing

patience and peace of mind. Acting as a karmic cleanser, it releases miasms and mental

imperatives and encourages conscious spiritual transition.Note: Danburite is a high-vibration

stone.Pink DanburitePink DanburiteCrystal

systemOrthorhombicChemistryComplexHardness7–7.5SourceUSA, Mexico, Bolivia, Russia,

Japan, Germany, Czech Republic, Myanmar, SwitzerlandChakraHeart, higher heart, crown,

higher crown, third eyeNumber4Zodiac signLeoBeneficial forHeart, allergies, chronic

conditions, detoxifying, liver, gallbladder, weight gain, muscular and motor function.In addition

to carrying the generic properties of Danburite (above), Pink Danburite opens the heart and

encourages you to love yourself unconditionally. It is particularly supportive during a ritual to

claim back your heart, assisting in cleansing and integrating the returning energy and healing

the emotional blueprint.Note: Pink Danburite is a high-vibration stone.EudialyteTumbled

EudialyteCrystal systemTrigonalChemistryComplexHardness5.5–5SourceRussia, Greenland,



Canada, Madagascar, USAChakraHeart, links base and heart, opens and aligns

allNumber3Zodiac signVirgoBeneficial forEnergy depletion, forgiveness, jealousy, anger, guilt,

resentment, animosity, confidence, brain waves, multidimensional cellular healing, optic nerve

damage.Eudialyte was discovered in 1819 in Greenland and named from the Greek eu, well,

and dialytos, decomposable, because it rapidly dissolves in acid. This stone draws together

former soul-companions and throws light onto the reason for meeting. Meditating or sleeping

with Eudialyte under the pillow will reveal the reason if you have met a “soulmate” who,

seemingly, rejects you, or someone to whom you are strongly attracted but it is unclear

whether you are destined for a sexual relationship or whether there is spiritual work to do.

Strongly imbued with life force and a personal-power stone, Eudialyte heals depression and

dissatisfaction with yourself, releasing negative emotions that lie beneath. Promoting self-

forgiveness and healthy self-love, it assists in learning from your “mistakes.” Useful at a turning

point and connecting the mind with the emotional body, Eudialyte brings about profound

changes in your inner being.Pink TopazPink Topaz on matrixCrystal

systemOrthorhombicChemistryComplexHardness8SourceUSA, Russia, Mexico, India,

Australia, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Myanmar, GermanyChakraHeart, higher

heartNumber3Zodiac signLibra, SagittariusPlanetVenus, JupiterBeneficial forHope, astuteness,

problem-solving, honesty, forgiveness, self-realization, emotional support, manifesting health,

digestion, anorexia, sense of taste, nerves, metabolism, skin, vision.In addition to carrying the

generic properties of Topaz (page 87), Pink Topaz is a stone of hope. Gently easing out old

patterns of disease, it dissolves resistance and opens the way to radiant health. This stone

shows you the face of the divine.Pink FluoritePink Fluorite on matrixCrystal

systemCubicChemistryComplexHardness4SourceUSA, England, Mexico, Canada, Australia,

Germany, Norway, China, Peru, BrazilChakraHeartNumber9Zodiac

signPiscesPlanetMercuryBeneficial forHeartache, migraine, soul retrieval, emotional healing,

balance, coordination, self-confidence, shyness, worry, centering, concentration,

psychosomatic disease, absorption of nutrients, bronchitis, emphysema, pleurisy, pneumonia,

antiviral, infections, disorders, teeth, cells, bones, DNA damage, skin and mucus membranes,

respiratory tract, colds, flu, sinusitis, ulcers, wounds, adhesions, mobilizing joints, arthritis,

rheumatism, spinal injuries, pain relief, shingles, nerve-related pain, blemishes, wrinkles,

dental work.In addition to carrying the generic properties of Fluorite (page 177), Pink Fluorite is

a useful adjunct to soul retrieval because it encourages soul fragments to reintegrate and

provides a safe home for a lost soul until it is ready to return. As with all pink stones, Pink

Fluorite facilitates deep emotional healing and soothes despair.Pink CarnelianTumbled Pink

CarnelianCrystal systemTrigonalChemistrySiO2 + (Fe, O, OH)Hardness7SourceBrazil, Russia,

India, Australia, Madagascar, South Africa, Uruguay, USA, UK, Czech Republic, Slovakia,

Peru, Iceland, RomaniaChakraHeart, lower chakrasNumber5, 6Zodiac signTaurus,

ScorpioBeneficial forTrust, analytic ability, dramatic pursuits, courage, vitality, metabolism,

concentration, envy, anger, emotional negativity, nosebleeds, infertility, frigidity, impotence,

increasing potency, food assimilation, absorption of vitamins and minerals, heart, circulation,

female reproductive organs, arthritis, neuralgia, depression in advanced years, rebalances

bodily fluids, kidneys, accelerates healing in bones and ligaments, headaches.In addition to

carrying the generic properties of Carnelian (page 43), Pink Carnelian improves the parent–

child relationship and restores love and trust after abuse or manipulation. It is said to protect

against envious people.BustamiteBustamite is the pinky-red portion of this tumbled

stone.Crystal systemTriclinicChemistry(CaMnSi2) 6 Manganese calcium silicateHardness5.5–

6.5SourceSouth Africa, Sweden, Russia, Peru, Argentina, Austria, Bulgaria, Germany,



Honduras, Italy, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, UK, BrazilChakraBase, sacral, heart, third eye,

aligns allNumber2Zodiac signLibraBeneficial forStress-related illness, fluid retention, legs and

feet, circulation, headaches, heart, skin, nails, hair, motor nerves, muscle strength, spleen,

lungs, prostate, pancreas, calcium deficiencies.Named after a Mexican general, Anastasio

Bustamente, Bustamite is a rare but powerful energy worker that provides deep connection to

the earth and facilitates earth healing. Said to lose its luster in the presence of danger,

Bustamite realigns the meridians of earth’s etheric body and can be gridded to create safe

space for ritual work, initiation, or meditation. Stimulating conscious dreaming and intuition, it

enhances channeling and accesses angelic realms.Bustamite realigns energy meridians in the

physical and subtle bodies, removing blockages and emotional pain. A stone of composure

bringing about inner congruency, it assists you in removing yourself mentally from

disharmonious situations while remaining physically present, or in removing yourself physically

from detrimental situations. Turning ideals and ideas into positive action, Bustamite insists that

you follow your life path with vigor.Bustamite with SugiliteTumbled Bustamite with

SugiliteCrystal systemComplex combinationChemistryComplex combinationHardnessComplex

combinationSourceSouth Africa, Sweden, Russia, Peru, Argentina, Austria, Bulgaria,

Germany, Honduras, Italy, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, UK, BrazilChakraSoma, third eye,

past lifeBeneficial forMigraine, stress-related illness, fluid retention, legs and feet, circulation,

headaches, heart, skin, nails, hair, motor nerves, muscle strength, spleen, lungs, prostate,

pancreas, calcium deficiencies, self-forgiveness, learning difficulties, Asperger’s autism,

accelerating body’s natural healing ability, spirituality, addiction, eating disorders, dyslexia,

mental fatigue, despair, hostility, paranoia, schizophrenia, pain relief, headaches, epilepsy,

motor disturbances, nerves, brainExcellent for relieving migraine and headaches, this

combination of Bustamite (see above for generic properties) and Sugilite (page 183) increases

spiritual and metaphysical awareness while remaining grounded. Opening intuition, it improves

your ability to listen to the voice of your Self. The stone can be programmed to draw like-

minded souls together.KunziteNatural KunziteCrystal systemMonoclinicChemistryLiAl(SiO6) 2

with impurities (contains lithium)Hardness6.5–7SourceUSA, Madagascar, Brazil, Myanmar,

AfghanistanChakraHeart, higher heart, aligns heart chakra with throat and third

eyeNumber7Zodiac signTaurus, Leo, ScorpioPlanetVenus, PlutoBeneficial forCombining

intellect, intuition, and inspiration; humility; service; tolerance; self-expression; creativity; stress-

related anxiety; bipolar disorder; psychiatric disorders and depression; geopathic stress;

introspection; immune system; witness for radionic practitioners; anesthetic; circulatory system;

heart muscle; neuralgia; epilepsy; joint pain.An extremely high-vibration stone, Kunzite offers

unconditional love to awaken the heart. Inducing a deep and centered meditative state, it is

beneficial for those who find meditation challenging. With the power to dispel negativity, it

provides a protective sheath around the aura that dispels attached entities and mental

influences. Kunzite imparts the ability to be self-contained even within a crowd. Removing

obstacles to your path, it helps you adjust to the pressure of life. A useful healer for anyone

who grew up too fast, Kunzite assists in recovering blocked memories and, placed on the

heart, brings back lost trust and innocence. Clearing emotional debris and freeing up emotions,

it heals heartache, especially that carried forward from other lives. Dissolving resistance, it

effects compromises between personal needs and those of others, and stimulates acting on

constructive criticism.Note: Kunzite is a high-vibration stone.Pink PetaliteNatural Pink

PetaliteRaw Pink PetaliteCrystal systemMonoclinicChemistryComplexHardness6–

6.5SourceBrazil, Madagascar, NamibiaChakraHeart, higher heart, higher

crownNumber7Zodiac signPiscesBeneficial forFear, worry, flexibility, stress relief, stabilizing the



pulse, depression, endocrine system, triple heater meridian, AIDS, cancer, cells, eyes, lungs,

muscular spasm, intestines.In addition to carrying the generic properties of Petalite (page 255),

Pink Petalite is a stone of compassion. It strengthens the emotional body, clears the heart

meridian, and encourages letting go of emotional baggage, opening the way for love to

flourish.Note: Pink Petalite is a high-vibration stone.MuscoviteNatural MuscoviteCrystal

systemMonoclinicChemistryKAl2 (AlSi3O10)(F,OH) 2Hardness2–3.5SourceSwitzerland,

Russia, Austria, Czech Republic, Brazil, USA (New Mexico), Canada, India, Italy, Scotland,

Germany, Austria, Finland, Madagascar, Afghanistan, Dominican

RepublicChakraHeartNumber1Zodiac signAquariusPlanetMercuryBeneficial forDyspraxia and

left–right confusion, problem-solving, quick-wittedness, insomnia, allergies, anger, insecurity,

self-doubt, nervous stress, hair, eyes, weight, blood sugar, pancreatic secretions, dehydration,

fasting, kidneys, repetitive strain injury, tendonitis.Muscovite, named for Muscovy in Russia,

where it was used instead of glass in buildings, is the commonest form of mica. A mystical

stone with strong angelic contact, it stimulates awareness of the higher self, facilitating astral

journeying and opening metaphysical vision. Mirroring back projections and facilitating seeing

ourselves as others see us, Muscovite assists in changing the image presented to the world

and supports during exploration, release, and integration of painful feelings. Bringing flexibility

at all levels of being, it assists in looking forward joyfully to the future and back to the past to

appreciate lessons that have been learned and put them into practice.Gridded in earthquake

areas, Muscovite relieves tensions within the earth. It also releases tension within the physical

body and aligns it with the aura and meridians. Use as a wrist support when typing.Pink

AgateTumbled Pink AgateCrystal systemTrigonalChemistryComplexHardness6SourceUSA,

India, Morocco, Czech Republic, Brazil, AfricaChakraHeartNumber7Zodiac signLibra,

CapricornBeneficial forUnconditional love, emotional trauma, self-confidence, concentration,

perception, analytical abilities, aura stabilization, negative-energy transformation, emotional

disease, digestive process, gastritis, eyes, stomach, uterus, lymphatic system, pancreas, blood

vessels, skin disorders.In addition to carrying the generic properties of Agate (page 190), Pink

Agate promotes unconditional love between parent and child and assists in the acceptance of

individual difference.RhodochrositePolished RhodochrositePolished RhodochrositeCrystal

systemHexagonalChemistryMnCO3 Manganese carbonateHardness3.5–4SourceUSA, South

Africa, Russia, Argentina, Uruguay, Peru, RomaniaChakraHeart, higher heart, clears solar

plexus and baseNumber4Zodiac signLeo, ScorpioPlanetMarsBeneficial forEmotional release,

mental stress, self-worth, denial, instilling positive attitude, overcoming chronic self-blame,

irrational fears, memory, intellect, anorexia, migraine, asthma, respiratory problems, circulatory

system, kidneys, eyesight, depression, low blood pressure, herpes, cancer of the ovaries,

bladder, colon and prostate gland, sexual organs, infections, thyroid.Representing selfless love

and compassion, Rhodochrosite expands consciousness and integrates spiritual with material

energies. Excellent for the heart and relationships, this stone heals sexual abuse. Attracting a

soulmate who helps you learn lessons for your higher good, it teaches the heart to assimilate

painful feelings without shutting down. This stone insists that you face the truth, about yourself

and others, without excuses or evasion but with loving awareness.Rhodochrosite links to the

higher mind and aids in integrating new information, encouraging a positive attitude and

enhancing dream states and creativity. Encouraging spontaneous expression of feelings,

including passionate and erotic urges, it lifts a depressed mood, bringing lightness into

life.Gem RhodochrositeNatural Rhodochrosite crystals on matrixCrystal

systemHexagonalChemistryMnCO3 Manganese carbonateHardness3.5–4SourceUSA, South

Africa, Russia, Argentina, Uruguay, Peru, RomaniaChakraHeart, higher heart, clears solar



plexus and baseNumber4Zodiac signLeo, ScorpioPlanetMarsBeneficial forPsychosomatic

disease, emotional release, mental stress, self-worth, denial, instilling positive attitude,

overcoming chronic self-blame, irrational fears, memory, intellect, anorexia, migraine, asthma,

respiratory problems, circulatory system, low blood pressure, cancer of the ovaries, sexual

organs.In addition to carrying the generic properties of Rhodochrosite (above), Gem

Rhodochrosite links you into the karmic purpose for your present incarnation, enabling you to

see prior soul contracts and to renegotiate these if necessary. Healing disconnection from the

spiritual realms and encouraging you to open your heart to universal love, this stone has been

used to ameliorate the psychosomatic causes of cancer and to reprogram the emotional

blueprint to prevent recurrence.Note: Gem Rhodochrosite is a high-vibration stone.Pink

SunstoneTumbled Pink SunstoneCrystal systemTriclinicChemistry(NaCa)AlSi3O4Hardness5–

6SourceUSA and elsewhereChakraBase, sacral, and solar plexus; energizes and cleanses

allZodiac signLeo, LibraPlanetSun and VenusBeneficial forEmotional blockages, serenity,

peace of mind, concentration, multidimensional cellular healing, overactive body systems,

glands, eyes, stress, blood disorders, excessive bleeding, veins, elasticity.In addition to

carrying the generic properties of Sunstone (page 61), the Hematite in Pink Sunstone imparts

joy and regeneration. It overcomes physical or mental depletion, restores your confidence in

life, points out your soul’s path, and links to higher guidance and energy

healing.RhodoniteTumbled RhodoniteCrystal

systemTriclinicChemistry(MnFeMgCa)SiO3Hardness5.5–6.5SourceSpain, Russia, Sweden,

Germany, Mexico, BrazilChakraHeart, solar plexusNumber9Zodiac

signTaurusPlanetMarsBeneficial forMantra-based meditation, closing metaphysical gates,

confusion, doubt, confidence, excellent wound healer, insect bites, scarring, bone growth,

hearing organs, fertility, emphysema, inflammation of joints, arthritis, autoimmune diseases,

stomach ulcer, multiple sclerosis.An emotional balancer that nurtures love and encourages the

brotherhood of humanity, Rhodonite stimulates and heals the heart. It grounds energy,

balances yin–yang, and aids in achieving one’s highest potential. This stone has a strong

resonance with forgiveness, assists in reconciliation after long-term pain and abuse, and is

beneficial in emotional self-destruction and codependency. In past-life healing it deals with

betrayal and abandonment, clearing away emotional wounds and scars from the past—

whenever that might be—and bringing up painful emotions for transmutation. Promoting

unselfish self-love and forgiveness, Rhodonite helps in taking back projections that blame a

partner for what is really inside oneself. A useful “first-aid stone,” Rhodonite heals emotional

shock and panic, supporting the soul during the process. Rhodonite turns back insults and

prevents retaliation. It recognizes that revenge is self-destructive and assists in remaining calm

in dangerous or upsetting situations.PyrophylliteNatural PyrophylliteCrystal

systemMonoclinicChemistryAl2Si4 (OH2) Aluminum silicate

hydroxideHardness2.5SourceUSA, Canada, Russia, AustraliaChakraSacral, solar

plexusNumber1Zodiac signPiscesBeneficial forAutonomy, indigestion, heartburn, overacidity,

diarrhea.Pyrophyllite, a form of kaolin, is useful for people whose boundaries can be easily

breached or are too diffuse. If you are easily swayed, hold Pyrophyllite in front of your solar

plexus to strengthen your boundaries and learn how to say “no” to those who try to control you,

or when renegotiating promises or obligations that keep you attached to another

person.Cobalto-calcite (Cobaltite)Cobalto-calcite crystals on matrixCrystal

systemHexagonalChemistryCaCO3 Calcium carbonateHardness3SourceUSA, UK, Belgium,

Czech Republic, Slovakia, Peru, Iceland, Germany, Romania, BrazilChakraHeartZodiac

signCancerBeneficial forEmotional healing, self-discovery, emotional maturation, nurturing,



scars, broken heart, loneliness, grief, study, motivation, laziness, revitalization, emotional

stress, organs of elimination, calcium uptake in bones, tissue healing, immune system, growth

in small children.Cobalto-calcite was named, kobald, or “goblin” by German miners because

they believed it to be a mischievous and malicious stone. Crystal healers see it as symbolizing

unconditional love and forgiveness. In addition to carrying the generic properties of Calcite

(page 245), it soothes intense feelings and assists you in loving yourself and others.

Harmonizing intellect and emotion, it transfers ideas into action and facilitates finding your

innate talents and life purpose. This stone supports those who carry pain for other people or

the planet and those who have given up hope. Place Cobalto-calcite on a photograph for

distance healing and use to send pink light to support someone else in becoming all that they

might be, or to overcome an emotional block.

Crystals for Beginners: The Guide to Get Started with the Healing Power of Crystals, The

Ultimate Guide to Crystal Grids: Transform Your Life Using the Power of Crystals and Layouts

(The Ultimate Guide to...), The Crystal Zodiac: Use Birthstones to Enhance Your Life, Crystals

for Healing: The Complete Reference Guide With Over 200 Remedies for Mind, Heart & Soul,

Crystal Grids Handbook: Use the Power of the Stones for Healing and Manifestation, The

Crystal Healer: Crystal prescriptions that will change your life forever, Crystals for Energy

Protection, How to Read the Akashic Records: Accessing the Archive of the Soul and Its

Journey, The Crystal Healer: Volume 2: Harness the power of crystal energy. Includes 250 new

crystals, The Little Book of Light Codes: Healing Symbols for Life Transformation

Reg Noland, “Classic Judy Hall Quality but lacks organizational clarity. The Encyclopedia of

Crystals is an excellent resource by the renown crystal expert. Each of the over 450 entries

includes an image of the stone (at least most of them), a scientific description (including

crystalline structure, chemical composition, hardness), a list of most common sources,

metaphysical qualities (chakra associations, number, zodiac sign pairings), and a list of

beneficial applications of the stone. In addition, most entries include some commentary on

history, traditions, healing and metaphysical properties, precautions of use, and fun facts.

Additionally, Judy Hall provides a concise introduction to crystals and their care, the history of

use of crystals, tests for crystal use appropriateness, and an explanation of the relationship of

crystal healing to the chakra system--a good basic intro for the crystal and chakra novice. I

have quibbles only with the organization of the book: the stones are arranged by dominant

color (a disadvantage for those of us who are colorblind), and while all 450+ crystals are

accessible by name through the Crystal Index, I am perplexed about how the crystals are

sorted within each color group--it's not alphabetical, not by chemical composition, not by

hardness, not by crystalline structure, not by chakra, number, or zodiological association, nor

by application use. If there is an organizational pattern here, I don't see it. Nor do I understand

the order of the presentation of the major color groups. It all appears rather random, and I

would have appreciated understanding the organizational strategy of the book, but the

information contained herein far outweighs its organizational peculiarities.”

Looking for the next great find, “Best I've found. This is fairly comprehensive and very helpful to

a beginner or moderate gemstone and crystal collector. I refer to it more than any book I

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/Eknav/The-Encyclopedia-of-Crystals-New-Edition


bought before or after I got the book. Easy to understand, and a quick reference too.”

gypsysoul, “Updated version of original. I loved the original and like this updated version as

well. I ordered this copy and passed on my original copy because of stones and crystals in the

book that weren’t there before. I love the color index because it helps me identify some of my

stones and crystals that I forget who they are…old and new. Judy Hall rest in peace, we will

miss you!”

Nacelle, “Judy Hall hits it 'outta da Park! Again!. I love Judy Hall & rely on her prior Crystal

Bibles 1 & 2. I saw this in the Library just before Christmas & knew I had to have a copy.

However, the retail price was too high. So, I copied down the information & found it available

online for way less$$$ After all, if you spend all your $$$ on books, you've got nothing left to

spend on the Bling!!! This book is easier for non - technical folks like myself. I make jewelry -

mainly bracelets $ necklaces for myself & as gifts. This is a good reference book on all of the

most popular gemstones. If you're interested in the Spiritual connections between people &

Gemstones, and want a very presentable book to share with your friends or Customers, this is

the Book for you! The stones are listed by color grouping: Blue stones like Sapphire, are on

pages which are blue. So if you need to find another gemstone in a complimentary color, it's

easy to find. Also, if you have a Customer who once saw a Green stone that they forget the

name of, you have a place to begin your search. In the Jewelry trade, we know that Sapphire

can be colors other than Blue, but the sparkle etc you might discover together may help you

close a sale & give the customer what they have wanted in their hearts. Now that is a win-win

scenario! And for those of us who are Collectors of Gem & Mineral Specimens, it helps to find

the stones of the best quality at the best price. I'm sometimes drawn to a particular Mineral at

Gem Shows & at the time, I can't say why. But later, reviewing the Spiritual qualities associated

with the stone, I understand why: Some part of Me needs it to help me to evolve. If you don't

believe that minerals contain & conduct energy, ask Marie Curie. A friend gave her a rock from

one of his travels. He didn't know what it was. Marie put it in a drawer, on top of a photographic

plate. Later, after the plate was exposed & developed, it showed a circle of particles emanating

from the stone. To make sure this wasn't a fluke, she repeated the experiment with a fresh

plate & just that one stone. And sure as a Geiger counter, there was the same ring. She spent

years processing tons of rock to try to isolate what she believed to be a new element. The last

reduction she made was kept under a glass bell jar to avoid contamination. She & her husband

had spent years on this experiment. They locked up the Lab & went home thinking they had

only proved that something didn't exist after all. They drank some wine, decided to go back to

the Lab & pack their stuff so they could leave without remarks from other scientists who

believed they were crazy to begin with. When they returned to the Lab, it was dark. But when

they opened the door, they saw something glowing inside the Bell Jar. Something they couldn't

see during daylight: Uranium. Quartz movement in your watch? Radio? Phonographic stylus on

a record player? All courtesy of Garnet & Sapphire, respectively. Do their qualities shape &

transform our world? I believe they do. So if you're dressing for success, or just trying to make

it through a hard time, why not use everything to your advantage?  ;)”

SQUIDGY, “Really excellent price. A hardback book with great content. Provides a description

of each crystal with great pictures but also covers all your needs as regards to star signs ,

healing qualities along with regions of the World the crystals are sourced .Packed with

everything you need to know, a great book. Again price was excellent and the condition of the



book was new , delivery was super fast, packaged well . I can only provide good comments

as I am truly delighted with the book and the Sellers swift delivery.  Well done seller.”

Idealpages, “Excellent book detailing crystals qualities and powers. Excellent book detailing

crystals qualities and powers. The only thing I'm not too keen on is that the crystals are listed

by colour rather than alphabetically.Also own the following book by Judy Hall again, and it's my

to go to crystal book as it's palm sized compact and has a bit more detail: https://

www.amazon.co.uk/Crystal-Bible-Godsfield-Definitive-Crystals-x/dp/1841811750/ref=sr_1_53?

s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1499343376&sr=1-53&keywords=Crystals”

Hilary, “Great for the Crystal Lover. Excellent. The Crystal index is at the front and full

information displayed in colour sections with a photograph for comparison which is excellent for

reference particularly for those like myself who start researching with the colour. The whole

book is well presented and excellent not just the beginner but the more advanced crystal user.”

LVRA, “Love this book. Great book, great quality, very well laid out, arrived in perfect condition.”

The book by Judy Hall has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 526 people have provided feedback.

Pink and peach crystals Red and orange crystals Yellow, cream, and gold crystals Green

crystals Green-blue and turquoise crystals Blue and indigo crystals Purple, lavender, and violet

crystals Brown crystals Black, silver, and gray crystals White and colorless crystals

Combination stones
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